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Reviewing Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank is a really
beneficial interest as well as doing that can be undergone at any time. It implies that reviewing a book will
certainly not restrict your activity, will certainly not compel the time to invest over, and will not invest much
money. It is a really inexpensive and obtainable point to buy Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled
The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank But, keeping that really inexpensive thing, you could obtain
something brand-new, Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David
Bank something that you never ever do and also enter your life.

Amazon.com Review
David Bank's Breaking Windows offers a scathing inside look at the past few tumultuous years at the
Microsoft Corporation. Bank, who covers the company for The Wall Street Journal, bases this well-written
tale on interviews he has conducted with most major players (including Bill Gates), along with boxes of e-
mails and other documents that "provided an unprecedented glimpse into strategic debates and internal
decision-making processes of a company that had long restricted outside access to its insular corporate
culture." Through them he shows how Microsoft, which always put software above everything--and in more
recent years made Windows its number-one priority--has scrambled and squabbled as first the Internet and
then the U.S. government forced major directional changes and significant internal reevaluations.

Bank's story crackles with immediacy as he brings readers directly into the action with central characters like
Gates, who "created a company that remained uniquely a projection of himself"; Steve Ballmer, the close
friend of Gates and former sales-force leader elevated to CEO; Jim Allchin, a senior vice president who
heads the Windows division and remains a staunch advocate for its dominance; and Brad Silverberg, another
VP who launched Windows 3.1 and 95 before forming the Internet division and fervently trying to turn the
company in its direction. Those who can't get enough on the behemoth from Redmond will find this an
illuminating addition to their bookshelf. --Howard Rothman

From Publishers Weekly
Wall Street Journal reporter Bank charts the downward spiral of Microsoft's public image: over the past five
years, the company went from fearless New Economy pioneer to a predator vilified by its competitors and
brought to trial in a landmark antitrust action. For those hungry to know how golden boy Bill Gates could
end up looking like a defensive old-school monopolist, Bank has provided a hard-hitting yet evenhanded
account. Interviews with all the major players from Gates on down (along with texts of flaming e-mails that
singed the wings of such loyal allies as Ben Slivka and Brad Silverberg) lend support to Bank's argument
that the debate within Microsoft over competing Windows and Internet strategies set the stage for the public
spectacle of the trial and the mass exodus of talented employees. Rich and juicy details of internal company
squabbles cast an unnerving dysfunctional-family pall over the Microsoft story at times. (Gates, unable to get
his usual way with someone, once mused, "Something happens to a guy when his net worth passes $100
million.") Yet Bank's broad industry knowledge leads him to provocative conclusions that resonate beyond



the story of a single company. Pointing out that Intel and Cisco also faced antitrust challenges but were able,
through savvy negotiation, to escape the public relations disaster that come with a trial, he argues that
although Gates understood the value of interoperability imposed by the Internet, he held on too long to his
determination to maintain a long-term lock over his customers. (Aug.)
Copyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
Wall Street Journal business writer Banks believes that the major story of Microsoft is not the public trial but
rather the internal struggles between senior staff for the future of the software giant. Banks states that
everyone in the industry has already bought into Gates's one great business idea: to provide high-volume,
low-priced software, separate from hardware. Since introducing Windows, though, he hasn't had many
successes. For much of the last decade, Gates has been trying to protect his Windows environment, while the
net has changed software rules. Based on interviews with the participants, Wall Street Journal articles, and
internal Microsoft documents released in the lengthy government antitrust trial, this is not just another
biography of Gates. Rather, it is an exposure of how business strategy is developed and the consequences of
the choices in the rapidly changing wired world. Clearly one of the better books on Gates and Microsoft, this
is very strongly recommended for libraries serving undergraduate and graduate business, computer, and MIS
programs and for public libraries where business strategy or company histories are popular. Patrick J. Brunet,
Western Wisconsin Technical Coll., La Crosse
Copyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank. In undertaking
this life, many people always attempt to do and also get the best. New understanding, encounter, session, and
also everything that can boost the life will be done. Nonetheless, numerous people in some cases feel
confused to obtain those things. Feeling the limited of encounter and also sources to be far better is among
the does not have to possess. Nevertheless, there is a really straightforward point that could be done. This is
exactly what your educator consistently manoeuvres you to do this. Yeah, reading is the response. Checking
out a publication as this Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David
Bank as well as other referrals can enhance your life high quality. Exactly how can it be?

Presents now this Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank as
one of your book collection! However, it is not in your cabinet collections. Why? This is guide Breaking
Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank that is given in soft file. You
could download and install the soft file of this magnificent book Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates
Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank currently as well as in the web link supplied. Yeah,
different with the other people that seek book Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of
Microsoft By David Bank outside, you can obtain simpler to present this book. When some people still walk
right into the store and browse guide Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft
By David Bank, you are below only stay on your seat and also get guide Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates
Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank.

While the other individuals in the shop, they are not sure to find this Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates
Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank directly. It may require more times to go shop by
establishment. This is why we expect you this site. We will certainly offer the most effective means as well
as referral to get guide Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David
Bank Also this is soft file book, it will be convenience to carry Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled
The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank wherever or save in the house. The difference is that you may not
require move guide Breaking Windows: How Bill Gates Fumbled The Future Of Microsoft By David Bank
location to place. You may require just copy to the other devices.
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The year is 1997, and despite the machinations of its rivals, Microsoft is master of the digital universe and
the darling of corporate America. Windows and Office generate staggering profits, the company's share price
is stratospheric, and Bill Gates is the preeminent icon of the information age. No outsider could guess what
Gates knew -- that the most powerful threat to Microsoft's prized Windows platform came not from Sun or
Netscape or AOL or even from the U.S. Department of Justice, but from within the company's own ranks.

Breaking Windows tells the story of the battle for the soul of Microsoft that raged inside the company from
1997 to 2000 and continues to reverberate today. Drawing on hundreds of e-mails among Microsoft
executives, trial testimony, and exclusive interviews with Gates and his chief lieutenants, Wall Street Journal
reporter David Bank reveals the bitter maneuvering between what he calls Microsoft's "Windows hawks"
and its "Internet doves." On one side were the fierce defenders of the hegemony of Windows, on the other
those who championed a new way of doing business based on the Internet's "open standards." The reformers
wanted to break free from the legacy of Windows and dare to compete on the merits of their software. At the
center of this pitched battle stood Gates, the tactical genius who had created the company in his own image
and who now accepts full responsibility for his fateful choices. "Every mistake you can lay at my feet," he
told Bank, who takes him at his word -- offering the first critique of Gates's leadership not from the
perspective of government prosecutors or envious software rivals but from inside the company itself.

Ambitious in scope and surprising in its conclusions, Breaking Windows contains sharply drawn portraits of
key past and present executives, including Steve Ballmer, Jim Allchin, Brad Silverberg, Adam Bosworth,
and Paul Maritz. Bank argues persuasively that the rifts within Microsoft underlie many of its recent troubles
-- from the antitrust courtroom debacle to the exodus of many of the company's most talented employees to
Gates's own fall from grace as a corporate leader and technology visionary. Yet even now, Bank contends,
Gates could embrace the new rules of competition and restore Microsoft to leadership, perhaps ushering in a
new era of openness and innovation.

Breaking Windows breaks new ground in its analysis of Microsoft's past and future business strategies. As
Microsoft faces the waning importance of Windows, rallies behind XML, and confronts the open-source
insurgency, the past Bank reveals is vital to understanding the future of this company and the still unfinished
digital revolution it helped unleash.
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Amazon.com Review
David Bank's Breaking Windows offers a scathing inside look at the past few tumultuous years at the
Microsoft Corporation. Bank, who covers the company for The Wall Street Journal, bases this well-written
tale on interviews he has conducted with most major players (including Bill Gates), along with boxes of e-
mails and other documents that "provided an unprecedented glimpse into strategic debates and internal
decision-making processes of a company that had long restricted outside access to its insular corporate
culture." Through them he shows how Microsoft, which always put software above everything--and in more
recent years made Windows its number-one priority--has scrambled and squabbled as first the Internet and
then the U.S. government forced major directional changes and significant internal reevaluations.

Bank's story crackles with immediacy as he brings readers directly into the action with central characters like
Gates, who "created a company that remained uniquely a projection of himself"; Steve Ballmer, the close
friend of Gates and former sales-force leader elevated to CEO; Jim Allchin, a senior vice president who
heads the Windows division and remains a staunch advocate for its dominance; and Brad Silverberg, another
VP who launched Windows 3.1 and 95 before forming the Internet division and fervently trying to turn the
company in its direction. Those who can't get enough on the behemoth from Redmond will find this an
illuminating addition to their bookshelf. --Howard Rothman

From Publishers Weekly
Wall Street Journal reporter Bank charts the downward spiral of Microsoft's public image: over the past five
years, the company went from fearless New Economy pioneer to a predator vilified by its competitors and
brought to trial in a landmark antitrust action. For those hungry to know how golden boy Bill Gates could
end up looking like a defensive old-school monopolist, Bank has provided a hard-hitting yet evenhanded
account. Interviews with all the major players from Gates on down (along with texts of flaming e-mails that
singed the wings of such loyal allies as Ben Slivka and Brad Silverberg) lend support to Bank's argument
that the debate within Microsoft over competing Windows and Internet strategies set the stage for the public
spectacle of the trial and the mass exodus of talented employees. Rich and juicy details of internal company
squabbles cast an unnerving dysfunctional-family pall over the Microsoft story at times. (Gates, unable to get
his usual way with someone, once mused, "Something happens to a guy when his net worth passes $100
million.") Yet Bank's broad industry knowledge leads him to provocative conclusions that resonate beyond
the story of a single company. Pointing out that Intel and Cisco also faced antitrust challenges but were able,
through savvy negotiation, to escape the public relations disaster that come with a trial, he argues that
although Gates understood the value of interoperability imposed by the Internet, he held on too long to his
determination to maintain a long-term lock over his customers. (Aug.)
Copyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc.

From Library Journal
Wall Street Journal business writer Banks believes that the major story of Microsoft is not the public trial but
rather the internal struggles between senior staff for the future of the software giant. Banks states that
everyone in the industry has already bought into Gates's one great business idea: to provide high-volume,
low-priced software, separate from hardware. Since introducing Windows, though, he hasn't had many
successes. For much of the last decade, Gates has been trying to protect his Windows environment, while the
net has changed software rules. Based on interviews with the participants, Wall Street Journal articles, and
internal Microsoft documents released in the lengthy government antitrust trial, this is not just another
biography of Gates. Rather, it is an exposure of how business strategy is developed and the consequences of
the choices in the rapidly changing wired world. Clearly one of the better books on Gates and Microsoft, this



is very strongly recommended for libraries serving undergraduate and graduate business, computer, and MIS
programs and for public libraries where business strategy or company histories are popular. Patrick J. Brunet,
Western Wisconsin Technical Coll., La Crosse
Copyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Most helpful customer reviews

8 of 9 people found the following review helpful.
Interesting History, Not so Interesting Editorial
By A Customer
David Banks does a masterful job of telling the story of the internal battle between Windows and Internet
Explorer. It is insightful story over the struggle for strategy. Written in the tradition of the Wall Street
Journal Bank's paints colorful vignettes of the key personalities and imbues the struggle between these two
groups with drama.
However one of the interesting ironies of the business press is that journalists confuse themselves with their
subjects. (I know of very few who went from covering a beat to running a company.) Unfortunately the more
famous the publication you write for, the less you seem to remember that. This book simply fails when
Banks puts on this business analyst hat. Luckily when you hear the scraping of the soapbox those pages are
few and can be easily skimmed.
If you're interested in an internal history of Microsoft during the browser wars, buy this book.

5 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Insight in to the Internal and External Struggles at MS
By A. Valentine
"Breaking Windows" is a must read for anyone interested in learning how the nut and bolts Microsoft's
intellectual assets really function. This book gives great insight in to how Microsoft reacted to it's two most
recent crises, the Internet and the DOJ. David Bank does a great job in explaining the many divisions, which
exist at Microsoft but don't show up on the company's organizational chart. Themes such as "Windows
Hawks" vs. "Internet Doves" and "Bill guys" vs. "Steve Guys" to name a few. Personally, this book has
given me a clear vision on how it will deal with it's next big crisis, the Open Source Revolution.

42 of 45 people found the following review helpful.
I was there...
By Benjamin Slivka
David Bank used to cover Microsoft for the Wall Street Journal. In this book he describes the period 1997-
2000 at Microsoft as it coped with the success of Windows and Office and the threat of the Internet to the
continuation of Microsoft's dominance. From e-mail snippets and interviews with many current and former
Microsoft employees, he presents the "protect Windows" perspective of Bill Gates and Jim Allchin and
contrasts that with the "do the new internet thing" perspective of people like Brad Silverberg and myself and
others. Obviously Bill Gates prevailed and so a lot of people left. Overall I think a very balanced
presentation -- you at least understand why Bill did what he did, even if you don't agree with his decision.
Several juicy quotes from me. :-)

See all 17 customer reviews...
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everyone in the industry has already bought into Gates's one great business idea: to provide high-volume,
low-priced software, separate from hardware. Since introducing Windows, though, he hasn't had many
successes. For much of the last decade, Gates has been trying to protect his Windows environment, while the
net has changed software rules. Based on interviews with the participants, Wall Street Journal articles, and
internal Microsoft documents released in the lengthy government antitrust trial, this is not just another
biography of Gates. Rather, it is an exposure of how business strategy is developed and the consequences of
the choices in the rapidly changing wired world. Clearly one of the better books on Gates and Microsoft, this
is very strongly recommended for libraries serving undergraduate and graduate business, computer, and MIS
programs and for public libraries where business strategy or company histories are popular. Patrick J. Brunet,
Western Wisconsin Technical Coll., La Crosse
Copyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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